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““To wage war three things are necessary; money, money, and yet moTo wage war three things are necessary; money, money, and yet more moneyre money””

-- GianGian--Jacopo Jacopo TrivulzioTrivulzio, Marshall of France, 1499, Marshall of France, 1499

YearYear US Oil ImportsUS Oil Imports % Defense Budget% Defense Budget

19721972 $    4 billion$    4 billion 4.5%4.5%

19991999 $  40 billion$  40 billion 15%15%

20072007 $342 billion$342 billion 69%69%

20082008 $600 billion$600 billion 120%120%



Who is Getting the Money?Who is Getting the Money?
�� Saudi Arabia is by far the largest recipient of international oiSaudi Arabia is by far the largest recipient of international oil revenues l revenues –– as large as as large as 

the next four OPEC members combined.the next four OPEC members combined.

�� The Saudis have used this money to finance a worldwide network oThe Saudis have used this money to finance a worldwide network of institutions to f institutions to 
spread spread WahhabismWahhabism –– a violently intolerant version of Islam that requires death or a violently intolerant version of Islam that requires death or 
enslavement of Christians, Jews, Hindus, Taoists, Buddhists, Pagenslavement of Christians, Jews, Hindus, Taoists, Buddhists, Pagans, and Atheists.ans, and Atheists.

�� Terrorism, enslavement, or genocidal activities conducted in:Terrorism, enslavement, or genocidal activities conducted in:

Afghanistan Afghanistan PakistanPakistan KashmirKashmir IndiaIndia

ChechnyaChechnya DagestanDagestan RussiaRussia UzbekistanUzbekistan

TajikistanTajikistan AlgeriaAlgeria IraqIraq IsraelIsrael

EgyptEgypt JordanJordan LebanonLebanon TurkeyTurkey

SyriaSyria SomaliaSomalia Kenya Kenya SudanSudan

TanzaniaTanzania NigeriaNigeria BiafraBiafra BangladeshBangladesh

ThailandThailand IndonesiaIndonesia East TimorEast Timor Papua New GuineaPapua New Guinea

The PhilippinesThe Philippines BosniaBosnia SerbiaSerbia KosovoKosovo

SpainSpain EnglandEngland United StatesUnited States

�� The total death toll from this global jihad numbers The total death toll from this global jihad numbers in the millionsin the millions.  .  

�� The total global death toll from Saudi oil price rigging numbersThe total global death toll from Saudi oil price rigging numbers in the hundreds of in the hundreds of 
millionsmillions..



How OPEC Rigs Oil PricesHow OPEC Rigs Oil Prices

Note how while non-OPEC oil production changes smoothly,
OPEC production varies wildly in accord with price-fixing maneuvers.

Note how non-OPEC oil production has doubled since 1973, but OPEC 
production has not increased at all. They are choking the world’s oil 
supply to extort money.

.



The Embargo ThreatThe Embargo Threat

�� In 1973, the US was 30% dependent on foreign oil, In 1973, the US was 30% dependent on foreign oil, 
and the Arab embargo sent our economy into chaos.and the Arab embargo sent our economy into chaos.

�� Today ,we are 60% dependent, so the effects of an Today ,we are 60% dependent, so the effects of an 
embargo would be embargo would be muchmuch worse.worse.

�� Furthermore, now OPEC has vast monetary Furthermore, now OPEC has vast monetary 
reserves, so they could maintain an embargo for reserves, so they could maintain an embargo for 
much longer.much longer.

�� This is a disaster waiting to happen.This is a disaster waiting to happen.



OilOil’’s Take Now Exceeds US Governments Take Now Exceeds US Government’’s Revenuess Revenues

Oil Revenues Compared to US Federal Revenues
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The Takeover ThreatThe Takeover Threat

�� In 2008, OPEC will clear $1.5 trillion in net export profits.In 2008, OPEC will clear $1.5 trillion in net export profits.

�� The total worth of the US Fortune 500 is $18 trillion.The total worth of the US Fortune 500 is $18 trillion.

�� At current rates OPEC will have enough funds to buy At current rates OPEC will have enough funds to buy 
majority control in every company in the Fortune 500 majority control in every company in the Fortune 500 

within 6 years.within 6 years.

�� The Saudis have launched a $900 billion Sovereign The Saudis have launched a $900 billion Sovereign 

Wealth Fund to do such takeovers. Wealth Fund to do such takeovers. 



Taxed into DepressionTaxed into Depression

�� This year, Americans will pay $650 billion for imported oil, pluThis year, Americans will pay $650 billion for imported oil, plus s 
another $400 billion for US oil, for a total bill of over $1 trianother $400 billion for US oil, for a total bill of over $1 trillion.llion.

�� $1 trillion divided by 300 million Americans equals $3,300 per $1 trillion divided by 300 million Americans equals $3,300 per 
person, man, woman and child, or $13,000 for a family of four.person, man, woman and child, or $13,000 for a family of four.

�� For an average American worker making ~$35,000 after taxes, For an average American worker making ~$35,000 after taxes, 
1/3 of net income is now going for oil.1/3 of net income is now going for oil.

�� Such a burden can send our economy into depression.Such a burden can send our economy into depression.

�� While the $4 trillion looted from the world economy is sending While the $4 trillion looted from the world economy is sending 
poor countries into starvation.poor countries into starvation.



The Looming Strategic CatastropheThe Looming Strategic Catastrophe
Share of Global Oil Reserves Based on Current Production Rates
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Changing the Energy Trump SuitChanging the Energy Trump Suit

�� In card games, there is often a trump suit that defeats In card games, there is often a trump suit that defeats 
all others. A key strategy is to insure that the trump suit all others. A key strategy is to insure that the trump suit 
is one where your side holds the cards.is one where your side holds the cards.

�� The same is true in fuels. The four suits are oil, coal, The same is true in fuels. The four suits are oil, coal, 
natural gas, and biomass.natural gas, and biomass.

�� Right now, oil is trump, and we are losing because the Right now, oil is trump, and we are losing because the 
other side holds all the trumps.other side holds all the trumps.

�� To win, we need to change the fuel trump suit.To win, we need to change the fuel trump suit.



How to Change the Energy Trump SuitHow to Change the Energy Trump Suit

�� The Congress should pass a law requiring that all The Congress should pass a law requiring that all 

new cars sold in the USA be Flex Fuelednew cars sold in the USA be Flex Fueled



Flex Fueled CarsFlex Fueled Cars
�� Invented by Ford team led Invented by Ford team led 

by Roberta Nichols in by Roberta Nichols in 
1980s.1980s.

�� Can burn any combination Can burn any combination 
of alcohol or gasolineof alcohol or gasoline

�� The alcohol can be The alcohol can be 
methanol &/or ethanolmethanol &/or ethanol

�� Currently produced in 24 Currently produced in 24 
Detroit and several foreign Detroit and several foreign 
models. models. 

�� Only differ from gasOnly differ from gas--only only 
cars in fuel injection cars in fuel injection 
programming and fuel line programming and fuel line 
materialmaterial

�� No significant difference in No significant difference in 
cost from gascost from gas--only cars. only cars. 
(~$100 typical)(~$100 typical) Roberta Nichols filling up the first flex-fuel car, 1986

Technological availability, compatibility with existing infrastrTechnological availability, compatibility with existing infrastructure, and ucture, and 

lack of price differential makes immediate largelack of price differential makes immediate large--scale shift to Flex Fuel scale shift to Flex Fuel 

cars possiblecars possible



Making Flex Fuel RelevantMaking Flex Fuel Relevant

The ProblemThe Problem

�� Despite ~zero added cost, Flex Fuel cars only comprise ~3% of auDespite ~zero added cost, Flex Fuel cars only comprise ~3% of auto to 
salessales

�� This is because highThis is because high--alcohol (such as E85) fuel pumps are rare.alcohol (such as E85) fuel pumps are rare.
�� There are no E85 pumps because few cars can use it.There are no E85 pumps because few cars can use it.

The SolutionThe Solution

�� BUTBUT——within 3 years of a flex fuel mandate, there would be 50 millionwithin 3 years of a flex fuel mandate, there would be 50 million
US cars that could use alcohol fuels, and hundreds of millions US cars that could use alcohol fuels, and hundreds of millions 
worldwide.worldwide.

�� E85 and M85 pumps would then appear rapidly, all around the worlE85 and M85 pumps would then appear rapidly, all around the world.d.



Consequences of Flex Fuel MandateConsequences of Flex Fuel Mandate

�� Flex Fuel mandate creates a huge advancedFlex Fuel mandate creates a huge advanced--sector marketsector market

for Third World agricultural produce.for Third World agricultural produce.

�� Trade barriers come down. Tropical agricultural countriesTrade barriers come down. Tropical agricultural countries

secure income for development.secure income for development.

�� Manufacturing countries obtain expanded Third World markets.Manufacturing countries obtain expanded Third World markets.

�� The oil cartelThe oil cartel’’s vertical monopoly on the worlds vertical monopoly on the world’’s fuel supply is s fuel supply is broken.broken.

�� Terrorist funding is curtailed.Terrorist funding is curtailed.

�� Threat of superpower confrontation over Threat of superpower confrontation over MideastMideast is halted.is halted.

�� Global warming is countered.Global warming is countered.

�� Pollution is reduced.Pollution is reduced.



Energy Balance: Energy Balance: 

Source: A.E. Farrell et-al, Science, Vol 311 pp. 506-507, Jan. 27, 2006

Ethanol Produces 10 times as much fuel per petroleum used as gasEthanol Produces 10 times as much fuel per petroleum used as gasolineoline



Food Food vsvs Fuel? A Myth!Fuel? A Myth!
Fact: The ethanol program is Fact: The ethanol program is IncreasingIncreasing the corn supply for foodthe corn supply for food

Agriculture is NOT a zeroAgriculture is NOT a zero--sum game!sum game!

US Corn Available for Feed, Food, and FuelUS Corn Available for Feed, Food, and Fuel

12,53712,537

1,4521,452

13,989 M 13,989 M bubu

11,38311,383

792792

12,175 M 12,175 M bubu

10,38310,383

515 515 

10,898 M 10,898 M bubu

9,480 9,480 

189 189 

9,669 M 9,669 M bubu

Corn Supply Corn Supply 

(Less Used for (Less Used for 

Ethanol)Ethanol)

DDG DDG DispDisp (M (M bubu

eqeq))

TotalTotal

4,695 M 4,695 M bubu
(27%)(27%)

3010 M 3010 M bubu
(21%)(21%)

2129 M 2129 M bubu
(17%)(17%)

1,093 M 1,093 M bubu
(10%)(10%)

Corn used for Corn used for 

ethanolethanol

15.3B gal15.3B gal8.3B gal  8.3B gal  5.8B gal5.8B gal2.96B gal2.96B gal
Ethanol Ethanol 

producedproduced

575 gal/Acre575 gal/Acre435 gal/Acre435 gal/Acre404 gal/Acre404 gal/Acre350 gal/Acre350 gal/AcreEthanol per AcreEthanol per Acre

17,232 17,232 MbuMbu14,393 14,393 MbuMbu12,512 12,512 MbuMbu10,573 10,573 MbuMbu
Total Corn Total Corn 

Supply Available Supply Available 

(prod = carry in)(prod = carry in)

85.0M85.0M
(180 (180 bubu/A)/A)

86.5M86.5M
(151.1 (151.1 bubu/A)/A)

70.6M70.6M
(149.1 (149.1 bubu/A)/A)

69.3M69.3M
(129.3 (129.3 bubu/A)/A)

Harvested corn Harvested corn 

acres & yieldacres & yield

2015 (Projected)2015 (Projected)200720072006200620022002



Soy Prices Are Not Driven By Soy Prices Are Not Driven By BiofuelsBiofuels, But By Increased Demand in China, But By Increased Demand in China

Chinese Chinese 
Soy Soy 
DemandDemand

US Soy US Soy 
ProductionProduction



We Can Grow Plenty More of EverythingWe Can Grow Plenty More of Everything

Continental US Land Use
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Alcohol Fuels and World DevelopmentAlcohol Fuels and World Development

�� In 2007, Saudi Arabia, with 24 million people, received $240 bilIn 2007, Saudi Arabia, with 24 million people, received $240 billion from oil lion from oil 
exports.exports.

�� Simultaneously, Kenya, with 36 million people, earned $3 billionSimultaneously, Kenya, with 36 million people, earned $3 billion in foreign in foreign 
exchange from all sources, much of which had to go to pay for ovexchange from all sources, much of which had to go to pay for overpriced fuel erpriced fuel 
imports.imports.

�� Distributed elsewhere, Saudi oil profits could double the foreigDistributed elsewhere, Saudi oil profits could double the foreign exchange of n exchange of 
80 countries like Kenya.80 countries like Kenya.

�� Distributed elsewhere, the $1500 billion/year now going to OPEC Distributed elsewhere, the $1500 billion/year now going to OPEC could supply could supply 
more than more than twenty timestwenty times the cash income as the $60 billion/year in aid now the cash income as the $60 billion/year in aid now 
going to the Third World from all advanced sector countries combgoing to the Third World from all advanced sector countries combined.ined.

�� By switching to alcohol fuels, we can create an By switching to alcohol fuels, we can create an enormous enormous engine for world engine for world 
development.development.

�� Instead of selling our corporations to Saudi princes, we could bInstead of selling our corporations to Saudi princes, we could be selling e selling 
tractors to Africa.tractors to Africa.

�� Hundreds of billions now going to fund evil could be spent to doHundreds of billions now going to fund evil could be spent to do good.good.



Energy Independence is NOT Impossible:Energy Independence is NOT Impossible:

Brazil Has Done ItBrazil Has Done It

�� In 1980 Brazil imported 80% and the USA imported 35% of its oil.In 1980 Brazil imported 80% and the USA imported 35% of its oil.
�� Today, the USA imports 60% of its oil, while Brazil is a net oilToday, the USA imports 60% of its oil, while Brazil is a net oil exporter, and exporter, and 

also exports ethanol. also exports ethanol. 
�� With competent, decisive policy, energy independence is possibleWith competent, decisive policy, energy independence is possible..

Oil Dependence of USA and Brazil 1980-2006
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Alcohol Fuels and the EnvironmentAlcohol Fuels and the Environment
�� Alcohol fuels burn cleaner than gasoline, causing less pollutionAlcohol fuels burn cleaner than gasoline, causing less pollution

�� Alcohol fuels are less toxic than gasolineAlcohol fuels are less toxic than gasoline

* Ethanol is edible* Ethanol is edible

* Methanol, while not edible, is present in fresh fruit.* Methanol, while not edible, is present in fresh fruit.

* Unlike gasoline, neither ethanol nor methanol are carcinogenic* Unlike gasoline, neither ethanol nor methanol are carcinogenic..

�� Both ethanol and methanol are soluble in water, and biodegradablBoth ethanol and methanol are soluble in water, and biodegradable.e.

�� No permanent consequences of tanker accidents or other major spiNo permanent consequences of tanker accidents or other major spillslls

�� Alcohol fuels act counter to global warming because:Alcohol fuels act counter to global warming because:

* Fuel from plant material draws its CO2 from the atmosphere. * Fuel from plant material draws its CO2 from the atmosphere. 

* Methanol from trash or otherwise flared natural gas has no net* Methanol from trash or otherwise flared natural gas has no net CO2CO2

* Plants cool the Earth by evaporation of water through their le* Plants cool the Earth by evaporation of water through their leaves.aves.

The heat of vaporization is then transported to the stratospheThe heat of vaporization is then transported to the stratosphere,re,

where it is mostly lost to space.where it is mostly lost to space.

�� To fight global warming, promote agriculture! To fight global warming, promote agriculture! 

�� To promote agriculture, shift to alcohol fuels.To promote agriculture, shift to alcohol fuels.



Oil and PowerOil and Power

�� While the oil business While the oil business 
involves a great deal of involves a great deal of 
money, it is not money, it is not 
fundamentally about fundamentally about 
money. It is about money. It is about power.power.

�� World War II was decided World War II was decided 
by the Allies control of the by the Allies control of the 
worldworld’’s fuel supply.s fuel supply.

�� Whoever controls the Whoever controls the 
worldworld’’s fuel supply, will s fuel supply, will 
control the human future.control the human future.

�� Can we afford to leave this Can we afford to leave this 
power in the hands of power in the hands of 
totalitarian cultists?totalitarian cultists?

USAAF B-24 Liberators hit the Nazi oil refineries at 
Ploesti, August 1, 1943. (Photo courtesy United States 
Air Force)



Some Questions for the ReluctantSome Questions for the Reluctant

�� In whose interest is it that cars NOT be flex fueled?In whose interest is it that cars NOT be flex fueled?

�� In whose interest is it that we DONIn whose interest is it that we DON’’T have fuel choice?T have fuel choice?

�� Should their interests be allowed to prevail?Should their interests be allowed to prevail?

�� Or Should Ours?Or Should Ours?

�� Do we really want to win the war on terrorism, or donDo we really want to win the war on terrorism, or don’’t t 
we?we?



What You Can DoWhat You Can Do

�� The Open Fuel Standards Act will require that 50% of all The Open Fuel Standards Act will require that 50% of all 
new cars sold in the USA be flex fuel by 2012, 80% by new cars sold in the USA be flex fuel by 2012, 80% by 
2013.2013.

�� Contact your representative and Senators and ask them to Contact your representative and Senators and ask them to 
become cosponsors.become cosponsors.

�� Current lead sponsors include Senators Brownback (RCurrent lead sponsors include Senators Brownback (R--
KS) and Salazar (DKS) and Salazar (D--CO) in the Senate; Engel (DCO) in the Senate; Engel (D--NY) and NY) and 
Kingston (RKingston (R--GA) in the House.GA) in the House.

More info at More info at www.setamericafree.orgwww.setamericafree.org and and www.energyvictory.netwww.energyvictory.net



The Choice of FuturesThe Choice of Futures

PetroleumPetroleum AlcoholAlcohol

Wealth to those who Wealth to those who TakeTake itit Wealth to those who Wealth to those who MakeMake itit

Power from fixed resourcesPower from fixed resources Power from human creativityPower from human creativity

WarWar PeacePeace

Economic RuinEconomic Ruin ProsperityProsperity

StagnationStagnation ProgressProgress

TyrannyTyranny FreedomFreedom




